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…without an iGadget! 
Summer is knocking at our door!  Many of  us have already transitioned into the mode of  linen 
and sun hats, and kids are awaiting their days of  adventure  

But like many teachers and parents, you may wonder what to do with all this extra (and amazing) 
kid time on your hands… especially if  your work schedule doesn’t slow down nearly as much 
theirs does.   

At FLY, we see these days of  play and wonder can also be a time to seal in some of  the amazing 
skills studied throughout the year.  Just because the school year closes, learning certainly 
doesn’t have to! 

Here are TWENTY wallet friendly games and activities that can keep your child reaffirming their 
knowledge through practice and play- the FLY way! No iGadgets Necessary ! 

READING WRITING AND PHONICS 

1. The Bookworm Club 

 Many students participate in something like this in school, why not bring it to your family during the 
Summer months?  Many kids I know go through one or two books a day.  Make it a family challenge!  
Every book read earns another segment of  the worm…   You can make these out of  colored paper 
plates, or my sticky favorites are created using toothpicks and sugar-free jellybeans attached to a gum 
drop caterpillar head. See who can grow the longest by Summer’s end. For fun, every ten segments can 
earn a surprise! 

2. Stop, Drop, and Spell! 

A twist on our FLY Favorite, Stop, Drop & Pose, this game is great for our more active youngsters, 
whether they’re just learning the letters or are skilled spellers! Turn on your favorite Summer songs for 
a dance party- when the music stops, everybody drops.  Flip over  a flashcard or choose a word or 
letter of  the alphabet from memory, see who can create it using just their body the fastest! 

3.	   Letters in the Sand (or Paint) 

Nothing says Summertime like weekday trips to the beach!  Not only is this a wonderful physical time to 
get in tune with the elements, but can also be a great time to practice writing in the sand! (who doesn’t 
love that?) Brainstorm a list of  words about the beach (Ball, Sea, Wave, Surf) and figure out how to 
spell them together.  If  beach plans are not in your future, this can also be done with finger paint on 
Saran wrap for easy clean up. And for a different spin, I love this new product, “SAND”… we’re not 
affiliated with them, but my students have had some amazing therapeutic fun having this in their 
backyard. http://www.brookstone.com/kinetic-sand-by-brookstone 
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!
4. Daily Journal 

Whether your child writes up a storm or resists a blank page, 
creating a daily journal practice may be one of  the best self  
awareness tools you can gift your kid (and yourself!) I love making 
my very own journal with Posterboard, pictures, glitter, and a 
whole lot of  mod podge!  Collage the front and back of  your book 
onto the poster board and seal it with Mod Podge (goes on white 
and dries clear).  Fill the center with paper and three hole punch.  
Use colorful yarn to lace it all together.  

For content, have “Journal Time” every day at the same time (we’ll 
discuss the benefits of  a schedule later down the page…) They 
can draw, spatter paint, write or scribble for that time about 
anything in their brain— a story, something that happened, or 
how they are feeling. You can also pick some playful prompts out 
of  a hat for an added twist. 

!
MATH AND SCIENCE 

5. Inventor’s Alley 

Give your child a box of  random objects (string, paper clips, 
popsicle sticks, cardboard, paint/ crayons, rocks, leaves, etc).  
With just scissors, and glue, ask them to create! You can prompt 
them with “Something that carries,” “Something that swings,” 
“Something that won’t blow down.”  Or make up your own 
depending on the objects given! 

!
6. Snack Chefs 

I don’t know a kid who doesn’t love snack time!  Cooking can be 
one of  the most effective Math & Science activities, as it introduces 
kids to measurements, quantity, and chemical reactions. Baking 
bread, making homemade pizza,  and Creating food art with 
vegetables and nut butters can all be made into Math or Science 
class.  My all time favorite is create your own Smoothie or Popsicle! 
Have kids choose a (one, five, seven, and ten) of  various fruits.  
For instance, one banana, five slices of  mango, seven leaves of  
spinach, and ten raspberries, add coconut water or filtered mineral 
water, and flavor with mint, cinnamon or vanilla.  Blend together to 
make a tasty smoothie or freeze in a shape for a popsicle treat! 

!
!
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FLY Offerings 

IN SCHOOL 

FLY’s flexible curriculum allows for yoga 
arts to be incorporated into your school 
program! 

Whether in the classroom, during physical 
education, or after school, students will 
ground, center, and open through their 
fly playtime. Currently serving Nursery, 
Elementary, Middle and High School 
students, our lessons and exercises are 
designed to elevate any age and level of  
development. 

AT HOME 

We can come to you! 

Private sessions are an excellent way to 
bring fly to you – where learning can 
happen in a controlled environment, 
tailored specifically to fit your child’s 
talents and needs. 

Anywhere goes-  private building, 
community center, park, or apartments, 
we offer small session classes for parents 
interested in a small and controlled 
private class.  

Our FLY Teaching Artists will provide 
personalized educational attention, so 
students can move, express, play, and 
learn!
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7. Home Science Experiments 

Make your kitchen into a laboratory, complete with aprons and goggles.  There are so many great 
reactions to play with.  Favorite recommendations from this past year are:   

- Make Fragrance using essential oils, baking soda, and a coconut oil base.  

- Sugar and Salt Crystal making: http://chemistry.about.com/cs/growingcrystals/a/aa012604.htm 

- Milk Paintings Explosion.  Use a shallow plastic plate and fill with a thin layer of  any milk. Add a few 
drops of  food coloring and mix around to create beautiful swirls… this is entertaining to start!  Then, 
the magic happens!  Dip a cotton swab in a tiny bit of  dish soap,  drop it into the milk and POW! See 
what you create  Don’t look away because it happens fast… 

8. Not So- Bored Games 

See what Math opportunities you already have in the house!  Monopoly, Sorry, and Yahtzee are all 
amazing ways to make kids comfortable with counting, visualizing amounts, and seeing patterns. If  
you’re feeling creative, you can even make your own board game with markers and cardboard. Kids 
create the rules for sure-fire fun! 

 LET’S GET PHYSICAL!!! 

9.	   Morning Routine 

We at FLY are big fans of  Movement education, and one of  the healthiest things for kids is having a 
regular and expected routine.  Routine builds discipline, self-confidence, community, time awareness, 
and healthy habit forming… and it can be fun! Without school-imposed boundaries, kids may get a bit 
aimless. Ask your child, “What things do we have to do EVERY morning?” Fill a chart with the usual- 
breakfast, teeth brushing, etc, but let your kids add some favorites – “Standing on one leg,” “Ring 
around the Rosey,” or “FLY Sun Salutations !” Then, track how consistent everyone can be! Change the 
schedule every few weeks. 

10.  Twister Tune Up 

This is one of  our go-to Yoga games because it is a recipe for strength and flexibility.  As we transition 
to our FLY Learning Arts Curriculum (teaching math, reading, writing, and science through hands-on 
play), we’ve added some extra “twists”… 

You can do this with any subject, but Math and Music are super fun! Make flashcards that pertain to the 
subject you want to accelerate.  For Math: number cards; Reading: letter cards, Music: notes and 
symbols. Tape them to a twister board… or just scatter them across an open space. Use a spinner, 
dice, or pick paper out of  a hat to call out, “Left hand- Quarter Note!,” or “Right foot- First letter in 
Cat!”  See what crazy shapes your kids can make. First to fall will get to be the next caller. 

11.  Olympic Games! 

Probably, the most played in my own childhood… this is an opportunity to string endless challenges 
together to highlight everybody’s gifts!  Create a mini competition highlighting brawn (three legged race, 
swim tests, jump rope), brain (puzzles, trivia, math problems) and creativity (creative diving, pictionary, 
charades) in every game. If  it’s one kid flying solo (or you want to diffuse arguments) have everyone 
race against the clock, against gravity or even kids vs. grownups. As a team, everyone can win! 
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12. Walk Like A… 

Understanding how other people and animals move is a wonderful way to get kids to understand their 
own bodies and boundaries. Select a few animals or characters (I love to do it via our Yoga Adventures- 
zoo animals, swamp creatures, costume characters etc), and spend the day moving like them. Any time 
you can call out, “Tiger slinks” or “Snake slithers,” or “Warrior walks,” all other movement must 
transform. Super playful and super fun!	  

!
 MY COMMUNITY— MY WORLD 

13.  Paper Mache Planet 

Messy and WILDLY informative!  I love making a paper mache globe to be used in various creative 
learning ways. Start by blowing up a balloon and tying it tight. Create paper mache (1 cup flour to 2 
cups water, heated to a low boil, then cooled). Using long strips of  newspaper, layer the balloon with lots 
of  paper mache “glue” one or two times.  The top layer will be white computer paper so no print shows 
through.  Draw the continents, Create the Earth, and you have your very own globe to learn on. You can 
also create a whole galaxy, adding the Sun, Moon, and the rest of  our Milky Way Planets! 

14. Where in the World Is? 

Using your paper mache globe… or a real globe, to share fun facts about different places in the world. 
You can find stickers of  animals, vehicles or landmarks, and tag the globe every day with a new 
discovery. Soon your kid will be a geography buff! 

15. Box Land 

If  you’re like me, MOST of  your shopping is done online, which can create havoc with a million empty 
boxes! Never fear- Summertime is a great opportunity to let your kids have their way with them. 
Challenge them to build a boxcar… a tower… a house (w/ a roof)… a boat.  Offer them paint, glitter, 
and any other tools, and they can create an entire box village, city or town. 

16. Exploration Walk 

Put on new eyes and take a walk around your neighborhood. Seek out something from every color of  
the rainbow, or maybe hide and seek around a new park or recreation center.  Pick up leaves, rocks, 
and other keepsakes for a special treasure box of  memories. 

!
 ARTS IMMERSION  

17.  Nature Paintings/ Collages 

Collect items You find (maybe on your exploration walk!). Get a large sheet of  paper and some glue to 
make a nature collage or arrange like a mosaic to make a picture. My personal favorite is to create a 
circular pattern mandala. Check out our free printable for inspiration! http://flyyogaarts.com/wp-content/
uploads/2013/11/MandalaDesign.pdf  

!
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18.  Musical Madness 

What kid doesn’t love to rock and roll? Or at least shake, rattle and roll!  Create your own rock band with 
simple instruments from around the house.  Create shakers out of  paper cups, a banjo out of  a box and 
rubber bands, or a drum kit out of  Tupperware and spoons  Put on some music and have kids practice 
getting into rhythm.  Stomp your feet, sing out loud and have a rockin’ good time! 

19.  Show Time! 

Character practice is so fun for children as they become more social. Whether through acting exercises 
or story telling, kids can begin to create heroic tales of  conflict and resolution, or simply just learn to 
have great conversations. Use stuffed animals, action figures or dress up in favorite costumes to 
explore emotions, physicality and story. Feel free to create your own sock puppets or make your own 
“pillow person” or teddy bear for extra fun! 

20.  Breath Art 

One of  the best ways to calm and refocus!  Using paint, markers or crayons, give your child a sheet of  
blank paper.  Have them close their eyes and take deep breaths, allowing their hand to follow their 
breathing as if  the breath was doing the painting!  You can show them a few types of  fun yoga breaths 
and see how each one looks in action! 

  

!
Live FLY and Give FLY : PRINT AND HANG THIS ON YOUR FRIDGE!  Take pictures of  the creative 

Fun your kids get up to and share it on Facebook #flyyogaarts #summeroffly 

!
Contact us to receive 20% your first in-home or at-park private FLY session. Discount code: 

FLYSide. Email info@flyyogaarts.com 
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